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 Developing Listening Fluency in L2:
 Theoretical Principles and Pedagogical
 Considerations
 PATRICIA A. DUNKEL

 THE CRITICAL IMPORTANCE OF LISTENING COM-

 prehension development is today widely ac-
 knowledged in L2 acquisition due largely to the
 investigations of children's first language acqui-
 sition and language development data.1 The
 significance of listening comprehension devel-
 opment has also emerged in the writings of
 classroom-centered researchers, such as Asher
 and Postovsky, and the other comprehension-
 approach methodologists who, in concert, ques-
 tion the traditional, audiolingual-based belief
 that instruction in speaking and grammar rules
 should play the fundamental role in an attempt
 to master a new language.2 The advocates of
 the comprehension approach to L2 acquisition
 suggest that listening comprehension should be
 the focal methodology in foreign/second lan-
 guage instruction, particularly at the initial
 stages of language study. The beliefs underly-
 ing the comprehension approach to foreign lan-
 guage teaching and learning are set forth by
 Winitz:

 * Language rules are most easily and accurately ac-
 quired by inference. The basic data are the sen-
 tences of a language. The ease with which learn-
 ing takes place depends upon the programmatic
 sequencing of the sentences.

 * Language acquisition is primarily an implicit pro-
 cess because the acquisition of linguistic knowledge
 is not, for the most part, under the explicit con-
 trol or conscious awareness of the student. Further-

 more, explicit instruction in (surface) rules may
 be harmful to the learning process.

 * The rules of a language are so complexly interre-
 lated and so sufficiently detailed as to preclude
 errorless learning without exposure to a large part
 of the grammar of a language. In this regard lan-
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 guage acquisition is viewed as nonlinear because
 information in later lessons provides clarification
 of material presented earlier.

 * Comprehension is a teaching routine whereby the
 student is systematically exposed to the sentences
 of a target language. Production exercises, gram-
 matical drills, and practice exercise in translation
 are not generally used as teaching routines, al-
 though they may occasionally be used to test com-
 prehension.

 * Speaking will develop given sufficient comprehen-
 sion training although there is only preliminary re-
 search to support this contention.3

 As one example of the preliminary evidence
 concerning the viability of the comprehension
 approach, Winitz cites a 1974 study in which
 the comprehension approach was used to teach
 Spanish to college students during ninety hours
 of instruction that required no outside study or
 homework. Standardized language examina-
 tions used to test the students' progress indi-
 cated that after only forty-five hours of instruc-
 tion, the average performance of the students
 in listening, reading, writing, and speaking
 equaled that of students who received 200 hours
 of traditional instruction.4

 Valerian Postovsky similarly noted the rapid
 acquisition and lengthened maintenance of
 Russian by students who delayed all produc-
 tion for three weeks in a twelve-week language
 training course at the Defense Language Insti-
 tute. While admitting that research concern-
 ing the dynamics of listening comprehension
 is sporadic and often lacking in adequate ex-
 perimental control, Postovsky suggests that the
 data from several unrelated research studies

 conducted since the 1950s support the conten-
 tion that "emphasis on aural comprehension
 training and relaxation of the requirement for
 oral production in the initial phase of instruc-
 tion foster development of linguistic compe-
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 tence and produce better results than those ob-
 tained through early and intensive oral prac-
 tice."5

 The methodological stress placed on the de-
 velopment of listening comprehension today
 may strike some as trendy, and even counter-
 productive if ability to communicate in person-
 to-person encounters is perceived as one of the
 primary reasons for learning a second language.
 It must be recalled, however, that the goal of
 all second/foreign language instruction, accord-
 ing to Postovsky and the other comprehension-
 approach methodologists, remains the develop-
 ment of communicative competence and oral
 fluency. This goal is achieved by putting the
 horse (listening comprehension) before the cart
 (oral production). In other words, the key to
 achieving proficiency in speaking is develop-
 ing proficiency in listening comprehension.6
 The importance of extensive listening is listed
 by Morley as one of the "convergences on com-
 mon focal points" concerning second language
 learning/teaching shared among L2 researchers
 and materials developers today.7
 The emphasis then in many second/foreign
 language classrooms is on providing listening
 activities as a substantial segment of the L2 cur-
 riculum. Teaching students to "listen to under-
 stand" rather than to "listen to repeat" or to
 "listen to converse" has become a prime goal
 of many classroom foreign- and second-lan-
 guage instructors. One might, however, in-
 quire about the kinds of activities and types of
 listening materials that should be used to foster
 development of listening competencies. An ex-
 amination of the listening process and a deline-
 ation of some of the strategies used by listeners
 to extract meaning from spoken input may: 1)
 suggest appropriate kinds of listening activities
 and materials, and 2) provoke an awareness of
 the interactive effect of the listener's knowledge
 base and interests on the comprehension of
 aurally received messages.

 EXTRACTING MEANING FROM SPOKEN DISCOURSE

 In decoding speech, the listener goes through
 several mental steps and engages in specific
 cognitive strategies to discover intended mean-
 ing. Rixon hypothesizes that an efficient lis-
 tener, whether native or non-native speaker,
 employs four basic steps and applies global cog-
 nitive strategies when extracting meaning from

 spoken discourse. The steps may not be car-
 ried out sequentially; indeed, the listener may
 go through them simultaneously, or, according
 to Rixon, the listener may jump backward or
 forward through steps as necessary: 1) the lis-
 tener sorts out why she is listening and what
 she wants or needs to know. There must be,
 in other words, a reason for listening. (Often
 in the language classroom, the reason for listen-
 ing is simply to pass a quiz on information
 heard); 2) the listener predicts some of the in-
 formation expected to be included in the utter-
 ance and assesses how much of the incoming
 information will be new and how much will be

 familiar. As Rixon notes (p. 70), these two steps
 allow the listener to reduce some of the listen-

 ing to a monitoring task of matching and find-
 ing discrepancies in the actual content of the
 spoken message against the knowledge frame-
 work already established; 3) referring back to
 the initial reason for listening, the listener de-
 cides how much of the message is likely to be
 relevant to the purpose of the task or the initial
 reason for first commencing to listen. This
 check tells the listener what information in the

 discourse to ignore and what to select;8 4) the
 listener then checks understanding of the
 message in a variety of ways (e.g., by asking
 or answering questions, by carrying out spe-
 cific tasks, or by making appropriate paralin-
 guistic responses). The listener often receives
 feedback from the speaker in a real communi-
 cation situation, or from the teacher in a class-
 room situation.

 In essence, three stages of listening strategy
 application are evident: 1) prelistening; 2) lis-
 tening; and 3) postlistening. Teachers should
 provide L2 students with listening experiences
 which include each of the three.9 In addition,
 they should guide listeners through each, assist-
 ing them to proceed through the four steps sug-
 gested by Rixon and to apply cognitive strate-
 gies aimed at uncovering a speaker's message.
 Foreign- and second-language instructors
 should, in other words, promote development
 and use of learner cognitive strategies: 1) pre-
 dicting or anticipating content of the foreign-
 language message (during the prelistening exer-
 cise); 2) monitoring for discrepancies in mes-
 sages received (during the listening exercise);
 3) selecting relevant and ignoring nonrelevant
 messages (during the listening exercise); 4)
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 Developing Listening Fluency in L2 101

 checking accuracy of comprehension (during
 the postlistening exercise).
 As for providing extensive listening, the

 plethora of audiotapes on the market today
 allows teachers to provide students with a
 varied array of spoken discourse. Instructors
 can bring L2 students into contact with a wide
 range of language data (via audio- or videotape)
 that are systematically presented and that facili-
 tate the "discovery process" and the use of cog-
 nitive strategies to augment listening compre-
 hension. Because of the availability of commer-
 cially prepared tapes, foreign/second-language
 classroom teachers can bring a variety of inter-
 esting audio- and videotapes into the classroom
 to furnish students with samples of both the
 scripted or unscripted speech of native
 speakers. 10

 Today, L2 students can listen to audio-tapes
 of conversations produced to sound as if they
 were recorded "in the real world." Numerous

 "pop" audiotape programs represent students
 with samples of natural-sounding (albeit
 scripted) conversations replete with reduced
 forms of speech, and complete with background
 sound effects. Some of the tape programs of
 nonscripted conversations provide models of
 dialogs filled with cross-talk, affective language
 cues, verbal fillers, reiterations, paraphrases,
 and other components of "authentic" speech.
 Story-line tapes provide students with plot con-
 tinuity and semantic signals communicated by
 the speaker-actor's tone, intonation and stress
 patterns, and by background sound effects.
 Audio- and videotape programs for intermedi-
 ate and advanced students can also be used to

 develop metacognitive skills, such as notetak-
 ing and outlining in tandem with listening com-
 prehension. Videotape is perhaps a more suit-
 able medium of instructional delivery than
 audiotape for L2 learners, but relatively few
 programs are today available and affordable so
 teachers may have to resort to using quality
 audiotapes. While audiotape has its inherent
 problems resulting from the lack of paralinguis-
 tic cues and the lack of congruence with real
 listening experiences, it can be used to provide
 samples of authentic sounding speech which can
 serve as the basis for a variety of task-based
 listening activities. With respect to the contro-
 versy over using nonscripted ("authentic")
 versus scripted material, Penny Ur suggests

 (p. 23) that students may learn best "from lis-
 tening to speech which, while not entirely
 authentic, is an approximation to the real
 thing, and is planned to take into account the
 learners' level of ability and particular difficul-
 ties."" With nonscripted, ungraded, "authen-
 tic" language tapes, certain difficulties surface
 which may, in fact, cause listener frustration
 and demoralization. It is particularly difficult
 for the beginning-level student to disentangle
 the thread of discourse, to identify different
 voices, and to cope with frequent overlaps in
 segments of authentic language presented via
 audiotape. Such materials might best be re-
 served for the highest levels in the curriculum,
 in Ur's estimation.12

 LISTENER KNOWLEDGE-BASE AND INTERESTS:
 IMPEDIMENTS OR AIDS TO COMPREHENSION?

 Whether the listening material is scripted or
 nonscripted, whether it is "authentic" or
 "cooked" for the L2 learner, it is necessary to
 provide listeners with the background informa-
 tion needed to understand the message before
 asking students to listen to a segment of dis-
 course so that they can develop "script compe-
 tence."13 Script competence is knowledge that
 the listener and speaker possess in advance
 about the subject matter and context of the dis-
 course. Psycholinguist research, such as that by
 Bransford, Johnson, and Anderson, highlights
 the importance of this cognitive prerequisite for
 comprehension and learning since the ability
 to understand and remember is a function of

 relationships between present inputs and the
 currently activated knowledge of the learner.14
 Teachers must, therefore, take care that the L2
 listeners and L1 speakers on tape share the
 same knowledge and linguistic scripts, and they
 must be certain to activate the students' world

 knowledge before presenting any listening
 selections. Calling into play the students' world
 knowledge or supplementing missing knowl-
 edge is vital if students are to apprehend rela-
 tions among elements in the message and to
 construct an integrated representation of the
 meaning of the spoken message. Research into
 the role of world knowledge and "schemas"
 (which exist in memory, which are organized
 around a theme, and which are used in a wide
 variety of situations as a framework for under-
 standing incoming information) was conducted
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 by Bransford and Johnson in 1972 in a study
 which demonstrated the importance of activat-
 ing or supplying a knowledge framework for
 listeners prior to asking them to listen to a seg-
 ment of spoken discourse.15
 In the Bransford and Johnson study, the fol-
 lowing passage was read to a group of students
 who were asked to rate it on a seven-point scale
 where seven indicated highly comprehensible,
 and then to attempt recall of the passage.

 If the balloons popped, the sound would not be
 able to carry since everything would be too far away
 from the correct floor. A closed window would also

 prevent the sound from carrying since most build-
 ings tend to be well insulated. Since the whole opera-
 tion depends on a steady flow of electricity, a break
 in the middle of the wire would also cause problems.
 Of course the fellow could shout, but the human
 voice is not loud enough to carry that far. An addi-
 tional problem is that a string could break on the
 instrument. Then there could be no accompaniment
 to the message. It is clear that the best situation
 would involve less distance. Then there would be

 fewer potential problems. With face to face contact,
 the least number of things could go wrong.'16

 When Bransford and Johnson gave this pas-
 sage to subjects who received no pictorial cue
 to the situational context of the passage, most
 found it rather difficult to understand (the aver-
 age rating was 2.3), and most performed poorly
 on a retention measure (the average score being
 3.6 out of fourteen).

 When supplied with an appropriate knowl-
 edge framework or context before listening,
 however, those subjects who first viewed the
 illustration (Figure 1) and then heard the pas-
 sage rated it as very comprehensible (the aver-
 age rating being 6.1). In addition, the Context
 Before subjects' recall scores were twice as high
 (the average score equalling 8.00) as the No
 Context group.17

 The picture of the young man serenading his
 girlfriend with guitar accompaniment allowed
 listeners to interpret the message meaningfully,
 to relate and organize sentences they heard,
 and to connect the incoming message with
 knowledge structures already set up in memory
 concerning romance, serenaders, electric
 guitars and amplifiers, and modern apartment
 living. Findings of this and other similar studies
 highlight the importance of L2 teachers provid-
 ing or activating the requisite knowledge base

 of students before asking L2 learners to engage
 in listening activities. 18Prelistening activities
 should, in other words, always be presented,
 one focus of which is to supply listeners with
 the social, cultural, or linguistic information
 they may lack, and yet need, to comprehend
 the content of the discourse. For example, ex-
 plaining the meaning of "to serenade a young
 lady" for a student from a culture in which this
 practice is unheard of would augment a non-,
 English-speaker's comprehension of the Balloon
 Study passage, were it given in English. Giv-
 ing such a student a gloss of the term "well insu-
 lated," and "to shout" would also assist the L2
 listener's endeavor to understand the same pas-
 sage.

 Another research finding from cognitive
 psychology that relates to teaching listening
 comprehension concerns the effect of listener
 interests and background on the comprehen-
 sion of discourse. Anderson and colleagues
 examine the relationship between comprehen-
 sion and people's interests in a study in which
 the following passage was read to different
 groups of college students:

 Rocky slowly got up from the mat, planning his
 escape. He hesitated a moment and thought. Things
 were not going well. What bothered him the most
 was being held, especially since the charge against
 him had been weak. He considered his present situa-
 tion. The lock that held him was strong but he
 thought he could break it. He knew, however, that
 his timing would have to be perfect. Rocky was
 aware that it was because of his early roughness that

 he had been penalized so severely--much too
 severely from his point of view. The situation was
 becoming frustrating; the pressure had been grind-
 ing on him for too long. He was being ridden un-
 mercifully. Rocky was getting angry now. He felt
 he was ready to make his move. He knew that his
 success or failure would depend on what he did in
 the next few seconds.19

 When read without a title to a class of stu-

 dent weight lifters, the ambiguous passage was
 interpreted as the story of a wrestler trying to
 break loose from a particular hold. When given
 the title "The Prisoner," little room for ambi-
 guity was left; students interpreted the passage
 to mean that Rocky was trying to escape from
 a prison room. Results of the study indicated
 that listeners' interests and past experience
 strongly affected the way in which they inter-
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 FIGURE 1.

 From Bransford and Johnson, 1972.

 preted the passage. Interestingly enough,
 eighty percent of the subjects were not aware
 that the passage could be interpreted in more
 than one way.

 L2 instructors must be well cognizant of the
 role that listener interests and background play
 in the interpretation of any segment of dis-
 course, and equally conscious of the fact that
 effective communication depends on whether
 the listener and speaker share a common
 "semantic field." In the classroom, therefore,
 before asking students to listen, instructors
 must be particularly diligent about establish-
 ing common semantic fields between the speak-
 ers and the listeners, especially when the lis-
 teners are from ethno-cultural backgrounds
 that differ from that of the speaker (or the voice
 on the tape). Instructors must ensure that stu-
 dents understand the context of discourse be-

 fore asking that they listen to a dialogue, lec-
 ture, joke, story, or any other spoken message.

 LISTENING ACTIVITIES: A TASK-ORIENTED AND

 DISCOVERY-LEARNING APPROACH

 In addition to activating background knowl-
 edge and setting up common semantic fields be-

 tween the L2 listeners and the L1 discourse,
 teachers must also clearly identify the purpose
 for listening and set a relevant task for students
 to do while listening. As a general rule, listen-
 ing exercises are more effective if they are con-
 structed around a task. Students should be re-

 quired to do something in response to what they
 hear that will demonstrate understanding and
 will maintain attention. They can mark a pic-
 ture or a diagram according to a set of oral in-
 structions. They can answer questions, take
 dictation, solve listening puzzles, express atti-
 tudes of agreement or disagreement, outline
 information, or take notes on what they heard.
 They can be asked to listen for implications or
 main ideas, to follow oral directions, or to iden-
 tify the purpose and tone of the speaker and
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 the message. They can even make physical re-
 sponses to the listening experience. Ur suggests
 (p. 27) that all such tasks should call for simple,
 ongoing, intermittent learner responses.
 Teachers are urged to require simple responses
 from complicated input. In addition, response
 tasks should be success-oriented and should

 focus on training not on testing listening com-
 prehension. Listening exercises should be ap-
 propriately graded in terms of language and
 task-type so as not to be too difficult for the
 learner for, as Ur maintains (p. 27), giving easy
 material is less damaging than giving difficult
 material since listening exercises that are too
 difficult can actually cause harm by frustrat-
 ing, demoralizing, and demotivating stu-
 dents.20

 Referring once again to Rixon's hypothesis
 concerning the steps and stages an efficient lis-
 tener goes through in attempting to extract
 meaning from a spoken message, classroom L2
 instructors should create listening tasks that
 encourage students to predict/anticipate what
 the speaker is going to say, and what the listen-
 ing content will be. Instructors can encourage,
 in other words, hypothesis-forming prior to stu-
 dents' listening to a spoken passage. Nord even
 suggests that students be given the opportunity
 to "listen ahead" or anticipate the next word,
 phrase, or sentence while listening to spoken
 discourse. 21 Stopping the tape occasionally in
 the middle of a conversation to ask students to

 predict the outcome of the conversational ex-
 change would encourage prediction making, a
 strategy often employed by fluent listeners in
 the native language.

 Instructors can also provide students with lis-
 tening experiences in the foreign/second lan-
 guage in which they must learn to ignore and
 select information. For advanced-level stu-

 dents, taking notes and outlining mini-lectures
 in the foreign language require listeners to filter
 facts in L2.

 Teachers should, furthermore, allow students
 time and opportunity to organize the incom-
 ing information they hear in the new language.
 Wertheimer's Gestalt thesis of learning and
 thinking emphasizes the importance of the
 learner getting to the heart of the problem,
 understanding the structure of the situation,
 and achieving insight into the essential features
 required to make sense of whatever is at issue.22
 Language learning involves reorganization, ac-

 cording to the Gestalt psychologists. The usual
 form of learning is a matter of going from a
 state in which something does not make sense,
 in which some kind of insurmountable gap
 exists between the message and comprehension
 of it, or in which the entire situation appears
 obscure, to a new state in which things have
 "clicked" (i.e., made sense), in which the pre-
 viously puzzling gap is readily overcome, or in
 which the situation that previously was murky
 now is clear. Typically, a perceptual reorgani-
 zation occurs, such that the new conception of
 the problem situation no longer includes the
 troubling gap, the opacity, or the meaningless-
 ness of the earlier conception.23 Consider this
 well-known example of the "ah-ha!" component
 of learning. Repetition of the French-appearing
 phrase Pas de lja Rhone que nous leads, after pro-
 nouncing the phrase with an American accent
 and after the "click" of discovery learning, to
 recognition of the English phrase, "Paddle your
 own canoe." Maintaining a balance between
 "telling all" to the novice L2 listener in order
 to provide or activate necessary knowledge
 structures for students to call on and letting
 foreign- or second-language learners experience
 the "ah-ha!" of learning is a true challenge for
 classroom teachers interested in developing
 their students' listening fluency.

 To assist listeners in checking their compre-
 hension of the aurally received input, instructors
 should, as mentioned earlier, give feedback on
 listener performance of set tasks. Feedback
 should be given as promptly as possible, and
 the listening check should be predominantly lis-
 tening-based, rather than reading-, writing-, or
 speaking-based. Listening feedback need not
 only take the form of limited-response quizzes
 so often used in L2 classrooms but can include

 physical responses to commands of the teacher
 or classmates. Activities that call for drawing
 pictures of information presented orally, filling
 in maps and charts, completing listening cross-
 word puzzles, piecing together bits of informa-
 tion to solve a puzzle (jigsaw listening) are but
 a few of the varied comprehension-based tasks
 for students attempting to build listening skills.

 Teachers attempting to provide listening ex-
 periences realize that effective comprehension
 involves more than merely linguistic knowl-
 edge. Clearly, one needs to know language
 form to make plausible assumptions about sen-
 tences that clarify meanings of messages. For
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 example, if, as Bransford suggests (p. 152), one
 lacks knowledge of words like "because" or "so,"
 the kinds of additional assumptions to make
 when hearing sentences that contain them will
 also not be known. The listener needs knowl-

 edge of the lexicon. In the sentence The child
 was found by the Nog, lack of familiarity with the
 word Nog limits comprehension of the utter-
 ance. If Nog refers to a landmark, it would be-
 come clear that the boy was found in a certain
 location. If, however, Nog refers to a kind of
 an animal with a sensitive nose, the sentence
 communicates a different message and could
 be rephrased as The Nogfound the boy. 24 Build-
 ing the listener's lexicon is a given in teaching
 listening comprehension, and it can often be
 accomplished by providing extensive, task-
 based listening exercises of the kind referred to
 in Ur's handbook.25

 The key role listening comprehension plays
 in the language acquisition process has been
 suggested by the major insights drawn from the
 research into child language acquisition.26 As
 Asher points out, readiness to talk is a devel-
 opmental phenomenon in the infant which is
 preceded by hundreds of hours of listening. He
 further contends (p. 187) that "speech cannot

 be directly taught to the student just as a parent
 cannot directly teach the infant to talk. No
 amount of coaching or coaxing by parents will
 accelerate the appearance of speech in the baby
 before the child is ready."27 Similarly, the ex-
 perimental research of the comprehension-ap-
 proach methodologists teaching adult L2
 learners highlights the seminal role listening
 comprehension plays in the acquisition of a for-
 eign or second language.28 Morley notes (p. 32)
 that "the need for special attention to listening
 comprehension as an integral part of communi-
 cation is now well-established."29 As a result,
 it is up to L2 teachers to provide students with
 a veritable smorgasboard of listening data to-
 gether with focused, task-oriented listening ac-
 tivities based on recent psycholinguistic find-
 ings concerning the steps involved in the pro-
 cessing of speech, the cognitive strategies em-
 ployed by fluent listeners in their attempt to ex-
 tract meaning from spoken utterances (predic-
 tion-making; ignoring-and-selecting; discrep-
 ancy-monitoring; and comprehension-check-
 ing), and the interplay between the listener's
 interests, knowledge structures, and the com-
 prehension of spoken discourse.

 NOTES

 'For seminal studies on children's first language acquisi-
 tion and language development, see Lois Bloom, Language
 Development: Form and Function in Emerging Grammars (Cam-
 bridge, MA: MIT Press, 1970); R. A. Brown, A First Lan-
 guage: The Early Stages (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Univ.
 Press, 1973); M. Lahey & L. Bloom, "Planning a First Lexi-
 con: Which Words to Teach First,"Journal of Speech and Hear-

 ing Disorders, 42 (1977), pp. 340-50; L. B. Leonard, "Cog-
 nitive Factors in Early Linguistic Development," Bases of
 Language Intervention, ed. R. L. Schiefelbusch (Baltimore,
 MD: University Park, 1978); G. Miller, "The Acquisition
 of Word Meaning," Child Development, 49 (1978), pp.
 999-1004; C. A. Prutting, "The Action of Moving For-
 ward Progressively From One Point to Another on the Way
 to Completion," Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders, 44
 (1979), pp. 3-30.

 2See J. J. Asher, "The Total Physical Response Approach
 to Second Language Learning," Modern Language Journal,
 53 (1969), pp. 3-17; Learning Another Language Through
 Actions: The Complete Teacher's Guidebook (Los Gatos, CA: Sky

 Oaks, 1977); "The Extinction of Second-Language
 Learning in American Schools: An Intervention Model,"
 The Comprehension Approach to Foreign Language Instruction, ed.

 H. Winitz (Rowley, MA: Newbury House, 1981). See also

 V. A. Postovsky, "The Priority of Aural Comprehension
 in the Language Acquisition Process," The Comprehension
 Approach to Foreign Language Instruction, ed. H. Winitz
 (Rowley, MA: Newbury House, 1981).

 3H. Winitz, "A Reconsideration of Comprehension and
 Production in Language Training," The Comprehension Ap-
 proach to Foreign Language Instruction, ed. H. Winitz (Row-
 ley, MA: Newbury House, 1981), pp. xvii-xviii.

 4j. J. Asher, J. Kusudo & R. de la Torre, "Learning a
 Second Language Through Commands: The Second Field
 Test," Modern Language Journal, 58 (1974), pp. 24-32.

 5Postovsky (note 2 above), p. 173.
 6S. Belasco, "Aital Cal Aprene Las Lengas Estrangieras,

 Comprehension: The Key to Second Language Acquisi-
 tion," The Comprehension Approach to Foreign Language Instruc-

 tion, ed. H. Winitz (Rowley, MA: Newbury House, 1981).
 7j. Morley, "Listening and Language Learning: Aspects

 of Theory and Practice," CA TESOL Occasional Papers, ed.
 Bob Gilman (San Francisco, CA: 1982), pp. 20-46.

 8S. Rixon, "The Design of Materials to Foster Particular
 Listening Skills," The Teaching of Listening Comprehension. EL T

 Documents, 121 (1981), pp. 68-106.
 9See P. Dunkel & F. Pialorsi, Advanced Listening Compre-

 hension: Developing Aural and Notetaking Skills, and P. Dunkel

 & P. Lim, Intermediate Listening Comprehension: Listening to
 Understand and Recall Spoken English (both Rowley, MA:
 Newbury House, 1982 & 1986).

 1oTraditional language laboratories today are being
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 shunned and even completely abandoned -just when an
 avalanche of quality foreign- and second-language audio-
 tape programs has appeared on the market. The audiotape
 vacuum that was created with the introduction of language
 lab hardware is finally being filled thirty years after the
 initial need was perceived.
 11P. Ur, Teaching Listening Comprehension (New York:
 Cambridge Univ. Press, 1984), p. 23.
 12Ur (note 11 above).
 13J. Richards, "Teaching Listening Comprehension: Ap-
 proach, Design, Procedure," TESOL Quarterly, 17 (1983),
 pp. 219-40.
 14SeeJ. D. Bransford, Human Cognition: Learning, Under-
 standing, and Remembering (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth, 1979),
 and R. C. Anderson, "The Notion of Schemata and the
 Educational Enterprise," Schooling and the Acquisition of Knowl-

 edge, ed. R. C. Anderson, R. J. Spiro & W. E. Montague
 (Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum, 1977).
 15R. Mayer's general definition of"schemas" contains the
 following points: a schema may be used in a wide variety
 of situations as a framework for understanding incoming
 information; it exists in memory as something that a per-
 son knows; it is organized around some theme; and it con-
 tains "slots" that are filled in by specific information in a
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